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1. What programs could be offsite?
2. Is the Pope’s community room ADA compliant? Could the preschool go into the space at

the Pope Library?  Or OT/PT/Speech and Adaptive PE? The Pope’s community center is
smaller than the preschool classrooms and state regulations are stringent for preschool.

3. What are the needs and what has to go into community spaces to support school services?
Is there funding available to adapt these spaces? Funding available for special education
accommodations typically have to be used for only that purpose. For instance, the lift in
the building. It is used by a wide variety of people and there were limitations with
funding options because of that.

4. Would insurance be an issue offsite?
5. Do the offsite options address program needs?
6. What are the rules and regulations for bathrooms? (Sarah responded to this…see 2/8/23

minutes)
7. What size building could fit in the bus loading area? Would it block windows in the

existing building? (Shawn responded to this…see 2/8/23 minutes)
8. What kind of a building could be built without a design from an architect?
9. Enrollment projections - Is the school always going to be growing or will it reach a place

when it is not? Sarah stated projected numbers for preschool show the school is growing.
10. How immediate are the needs? Moving air is the most pressing need and next would be

compliance.
11. What is the budget for the project?
12. How does an addition affect transportation?
13. Could the cafeteria be used for more programming? Cafeteria and library are already

being used for study halls and work with students (interventionists for instance)
14. Would another cafeteria add space for other uses too? A multipurpose cafeteria could be

used as a second PE space and also used after school.
15. What about parking if the addition is placed in the bus loading zone? Do more spaces

need to be added?
16. Does the roof have to be replaced for the air handlers? Shawn stated that it doesn’t.
17. Are there exemptions for code regulations?
18. Will the state work with the school to come up with a plan to address code regulations?
19. How will an increase in taxes impact people choosing to live here?
20. Can standard trailers be plumbed? What is the cost of plumbing and can it be done with

the ledge?
21. Can the gym be repurposed?
22. What is ideal for space?
23. What does it cost to get up to code?
24. Does the supervisory union have a report from the 1980s?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1svhp2HbI-ekk4Z5JNMszu2TyzzIrfAPlGaBDCqcPSnI/edit?usp=sharing
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25. Is there any value in the 1937 building? It wasn’t built with pre-k in mind. Should it be
torn down and rebuilt?

26. Can we get a breakdown of make-good costs from TruexCullins and break down costs by
building?

27. Is there a capital reserve and unrestricted fund? Deferred maintenance?


